Statistical evaluation of hearing screening by distortion product otoacoustic emissions.
The aim of this study was to provide a statistical evaluation of the screening properties of distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOEs) in individuals with clinically normal hearing and in patients with pure sensorineural deafness of various degrees. The main informational parameters used were sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and the analysis of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. For each frequency tested, ears were classified as a function of their audiometric threshold. Two groups were defined relative to an arbitrary reference, the "audiometric criterion." The PPV decreased and NPV increased with increases in the audiometric criterion. Each point of the ROC curve represents the relationship between the false alarm rate and the hit rate for each audiometric criterion ranging between 10 and 75 dB hearing level: the lower the audiometric criterion, the lower the hit rate value, and the lower the false alarm value. The audiometric criterion giving the highest hit rate and the lowest false alarm rate was 55 to 60 dB hearing level for primaries at 60 and 70 dB sound pressure level, or 25 to 30 dB hearing level for primaries at 30, 40, and 50 dB sound pressure level. These two different behaviors of ROC curves are consistent with the hypothesis that DPOEs do not represent activity at a single location along the basilar membrane.